Abstract. Biomarker selection or feature selection from survival data is a topic of considerable interest. Recently various survival analysis approaches for biomarker selection have been developed; however, there are growing challenges to currently methods for handling high-dimensional and low-sample problem. We propose a novel Log-sum regularization estimator within accelerated failure time (AFT) for predicting cancer patient survival time with a few biomarkers. This approach is implemented in path seeking algorithm to speed up solving the Log-sum penalty. Additionally, the control parameter of Log-sum penalty is modified by Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The results indicate that our proposed approach is able to achieve good performance in both simulated and real datasets with other 1 type regularization methods for biomarker selection.
Introduction
Biomarker selection or feature selection from survival data is a topic of considerable interest. The regularization methods are group of feature selection methods that embed different penalized methods in the learning procedure into a single process. In this way, the regularization methods could reduce the overfitting problem. The 0 -norm is a total number of non-zero elements in a vector, but it faces the problem of combinatory optimization, i.e., 0 -norm is too complex and almost impossible to solve. Thus, alternative sparsity-promoting functions which are more computationally efficient in finding the sparse solution are desirable. The most popular alternative is to replace the 0 -norm with the 1 -norm (or Lasso) penalty function that is the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator [1] . There are also some 1 type regularizations can also take place of 0 -norm, like smoothly clipped absolute deviation (or SCAD) [2] , minimax concave penalty (or MCP) [3] , group lasso [4] . Moreover, the general sparse representation method is to solve a linear representation system with the p -norm minimization problem, especially p = 0.1, 1/2, 2/3 or 0.9 [5, 6] . Recently, Candes et al. [7] proposed the Log-sum penalty that approximated 0 -norm much better than other penalties by reweighting the 1 -norm of transformed object. As shown in Fig. 1 , these five states of art penalty methods satisfy properties of sparsity and continuity. Especially, the Log-sum penalty is sparser than other four penalty methods. Unlike Lasso and Elastic net biased estimators, the 1/2 , SCAD and Log-sum penalties have unbiasedness, i.e., they can easily construct unbiased estimators when the coefficient is large. Then, Chartrand and Yin [8] used this iteratively reweighted 1 minimization algorithm in sparse signal recovery. Xia et al. [9] proposed multiple linear regression with Log-sum penalty in a thresholding representation theory for drug discovery. We take the advantage of the Log-sum penalty in strong sparsity and employ it to select the key factors without any prior information in survival data.
For survival analysis, there are mainly two types of survival model, namely Cox model or Cox proportional hazards model [10] and accelerated failure time (AFT) model [11] . The Cox model usually is used for predicting the hazard rate of a disease, whereas the AFT model is available to estimate survival time of the patients with simply regressing the exponential over the key risk predictors [12] . Besides, the physical interpretation of AFT model is similar with standard regression, so the AFT model comes out as an attractive alternative to the Cox proportional hazard model for censored failure time data [12] . Furthermore, the log-linear form of AFT model increases its robustness to the model misspecification and yield narrower confidence interval for regression coefficients [13] . After the penalized Cox model with 1 -norm [14] , Datta et al. [15] combined AFT model with 1 -norm to predict failure time outcomes. Other penalized AFT models aim to obtain more accurate and sparse predictor for survival analysis, such as AFT via bridge penalization [16] , 1/2 -norm AFT model [17] , etc. In this article, we employ path seeking scheme to accelerate solving the Log-sum penalty for predicting patient survival time with fewer biomakers.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the Log-sum penalized AFT model. In Section 3, we implement our proposed novel Log penalty in path seeking scheme. Finally, we discuss the experimental results in Section 4 and make some conclusions in Section 5.
Log-sum penalized AFT model
Suppose the survival data have h patients
, where the sample vector of a survival times T = (τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . τ h ) T and τ i = min(t i , c i ), here t i is the true survival time and c i is the time to the first censoring event (e.g., study conclusion, date of final follow up) for each sample i. The δ indicates the censoring time, i.e., δ i = 0, the right censoring time 1, the completed time .
X i denotes the gene expression data of i-th patient, i.e., X i = (x i1 , x i2 , . . . x ik ), where k is the number of genes. The accelerated failure time (AFT) model is used to define the survival time τ i as follows:
where β ⊆ R k is the coefficient vector of k variables, β 0 is the intercept, and ε i ∼ N (0, 1) is independent random error. In this article, we employ the mean imputation method [15] that converts the censoring survival time τ i to the estimated survival time G(τ i ) as the following estimated function:
where r is the amount of individuals at risk of failing just before time t (i) that are different censored survival times in an ascending order, and ∆ S(t (r) ) is the step of Kaplan-Meier estimator S at time t (r) [18] . Then, we can directly using AFT model via standard least squares approach to minimize the loss function L(β) as follows:
where y i is replaced by the estimated survival time G(τ i ) in Eq. (2), i.e., the survival times τ i logarithmically transformed into y i .
Implementation of Log-sum penalized AFT model
The regularization methods are used to reduce the overfitting problem of learning procedure through adding the penalty term, therefore the general regularization can be modeled as:
where β ⊆ R k is the coefficient of covariate, λ > 0 is a control parameter, L(β) represents the loss term and P (β) is the penalty term. Larger values of λ exert higher penalties on regression coefficients, resulting on inclusion of fewer variables in the model and vice versa. The generalized cross-validation [19] has been widely used for given an appropriate value of the control parameter. Huang et al. [20] used a modified Akaike's information criterion (AIC) for choosing tuning parameter. Wang and Song [21] used Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for tuning parameter selection under AFT model with adaptive Lasso. Friedman [22] obtained the control parameter by solving the component ratios of the gradient of the loss function and regularization term that is called generalized path seeking scheme. This scheme is much faster than general convex optimizers for squared-error loss.
For the regularization term P (β), many penalties are proposed to bridge the gap between the 0 and S88 S. Wang et al. / A novel Log penalty in a path seeking scheme for biomarker selection which indicates that Log-sum based methods present uniform superiority over the conventional 1 -type methods. The Log-sum sparsity-encouraging functional for survival analysis leads to:
where ξ > 0 is a positive parameter to ensure that the function is well-defined. Especially, the Logsum penalty function behaves like the 0 -norm when ξ→0 [24] . In this article, we employ the path seeking method [22] to solve the Log-sum penalized AFT model through constructing a path directly and successively in parameter space. Let υ measure length along the path and the step size ∆υ > 0 can be calculated by
Define
where λ j (υ) is the value of λ in Eq. (4) corresponding to υ, and is also the ratio of loss functiongradient φ j (υ) for L (β) in Eq. (3) and penalty function gradient ϕ j (υ) with respect to |β j |. Without estimating λ, this path seeking scheme can accelerate solving the Log-sum penalty. Besides, ξ is chosen by ten-fold cross-validation. The details of the achievementfor Log-sum penalty are represented in Algorithm 1. At first, we initialize the path, and then compute the vector λ(υ) by Eqs (7)-(9) in each step. Subsequently, the non-zero coefficients β j (υ) are recognized. Those β j (υ) have a sign opposite to that of their corresponding λ j (υ). Generally there are non the coefficient corresponding to the largest component of λ j (υ) in absolute value is selected. If one or more λ j (υ)· β j (υ)<0, then the coefficient with 1 .
Initialize:υ= 0, { βj (0) = 0}
end if 10. βj * (υ+∆υ) = βj * (υ) +∆υ·sign(λj * (υ) ) 11.
{β j (υ+∆υ) = βj (υ)} j =j * 12. υ←υ+∆υ 13. until λj (υ) = 0 corresponding large |λ j (υ)| within this subset is instead selected. The selected coefficient β j * (υ) is then incriminated through a small amount in the direction of the sign of its correspond λ j * (υ) with all other coefficient residual unchanged, producing the solution for the next path point υ+∆υ. Iterations continue until all components of λ(υ) are zero.
Numerical experiments

Simulated datasets
In order to simulate the high-dimensional and low-sample property of gene expression data, we assumed that 20 nonzero factors among k = 2000 variables with different fraction and sample size h = 90, 300 respectively based on the following model:
where Y denotes the vector of survival times logarithmically transformed y i = log(τ i ) in Eq. (3) without censored data, i.e., Y = (y 1 , y 2 ,. . .,y h ), ε is an independent random noise that is generated from a normal distribution N (0, 1), σ controls the noise strength and the coefficients of relevant features are specified as β= ( 2, . . . , The X value is simulated from an array tmp i0,...,ik , (i = 1, . . . , h) of independent standard normal distribution:
where the correlation coefficient are 0.1 and 0.3 respectively in our experiment. Additionally, the both sensitivity and specificity for each procedure are calculated as follows: = # correctly selected genes 20 specificity = # correctly rejected genes # zero in β (13) = # correctly rejected genes 1980 The optimal combination of ξ is selected under ten-fold cross-validation by minimizing the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) defined as
where h is the total number of observations; df ξ is the number of nonzero parameters; and mse(β) measures the mean square error that is defined by
where the predicted value τ i = exp( k j=0 β j x ij ). In our simulations and application, the optimal ξ is searched on grid points.
We also employ the concordance index (CI) to evaluate the predictive accuracy of survival models. CI or c-index can be interpreted as the fraction of all pairs of subjects whose predicted survival times are correctly ordered among all subjects that can actually be ordered. Therefore, it can be written as: The simulated experiments are repeated 100 times. From Table 1 , we can conclude that the Log-sum penalty using the path seeking algorithm can achieve lower MSE with higher CI than other penalties. Furthermore, this Log-sum penalty results in higher sensitivity for identifying correct genes compared to the other four algorithms. With increasing sample size, the performance of Log-sum penalty is better. For example, when σ = 1.0, = 0.1, the performance of Log-sum in h = 300 has lower MSE with higher CI than in h = 90. The Elastic Net with 2 -norm selected the largest number of genes within the synthetic data with poor performance, e.g., when σ = 1.0, = 0.3, h = 300 Elastic Net nearly selected 20 non-zero coefficients (i.e., 20 × 0.999), but it selected 481 irrelevant coefficients (i.e., 1980 × 0.243). With the correlation increasing among genes for various noise levels σ, the 1 -norm (Lasso) cannot distinguish the key genes very well, while other 1 type penalties performed effectively, especially the Log-sum penalty.
Real datasets
To further demonstrate the performance of these regularization methods, we compare our proposed method with other four penalties on GSE22210 microarray expression data from NCBI's gene expression omnibus (GEO). This breast cancer dataset includes 1,452 genes and 167 samples [25] . We divide the data set at random two-thirds samples (117 samples) are training set and the remainders (50 samples) are used to test. Table 2 shows that the Log-sum penalty achieves best predicting survival time just with fewer genes than other 1 type regularization methods.
As see from the Table 3 , some genes are selected by all methods such as XIST, LAT and IL1B. Missing from XIST RNA, the X chromosome causes the basal-like subtype of invasive breast cancer [26] . Furthermore, LAT is short for Linker for Activation of T cells that plays a crucial role in the TCRmediated signaling pathways. The adoptive transfer of T cells appears to be a promising new treatment for various type-s of cancer [27] . Collado-Hidalgo et al. [28] provided evidence that polymorphisms in IL1B increase the production of proinflammatory cytokines triggered by the treatment, which subsequently affects persistent fatigue in the aftermath of breast carcinoma. There are some unique genes S92 S. Wang et al. / A novel Log penalty in a path seeking scheme for biomarker selection selected by Log-sum, such as MEST, DAB2IP, APC, etc. MEST is also known as paternally expressed gene 1 (PEG1) that are often detected in invasive breast carcinomas [29] . The DAB2IP as a bona fide tumor suppressor that frequently silenced by promoter methylation in aggressive human tumors [30] . Furthermore, aberrant methylation of the APC gene is frequent in breast cancers [31] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel Log-sum regularization estimator with the AFT model in the path seeking scheme. Comparing with other 1 type penalties, the results in both simulated and real datasets indicate that our proposed Log-sum penalty can effectively predict patient survival time with fewer biomakers. Thus, we believe it will be an effective tool for gene selection on high dimensional biological data.
